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The beginning of the Dinosaur Trail is located
at the bullrushes where Dori the Dormouse, was
flying on the back of the heron to see, once
again, Painshill Park. He fell from the Heron’s
back into the bullrushes and was rescued by,
Baron, the fish eating Baryonyx Dinosaur.
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Baron Dinosaur offers to help Dori the
Dormouse to continue his tour of
Painshill Park…

He explains that he too, is visiting
Painshill, so that he may wade into the beautiful
waters as he is a fish-eating dinosaur. They walk
together to the Ruined Abbey, the Gothic ruin,
to the right of the vineyard.
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The Dinosaur tells Dori about the
fantastic view from the Gothic
Temple and they continue uphill
towards the temple beside the line
of sentry trees.
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Dori, the Dormouse was so elated
to see such a landscape that he ran
down the very steep track lined
with laurels which led him and
Baron to the Chinese Bridge.
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Baron made certain that Dori did
not miss seeing the Grotto Island
with all its interesting sand
stones, which were pitted and
scratched all over the place. Baron
does feel at home here!
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Near the Swamp Cyprus trees from
America, Dori noticed that the
river is much lower than the lake
and asks Baron if he fishes for his
lunch in the lake?
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The Dinosaur invites the Dormouse
to his favourite eating place, the
Waterwheel which feeds the lake
where the fishing dinosaur lives. He
teaches Dori how to catch fish,
which have landed on the weather
wheel paddles, just in time for lunch.
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Dori and Baron walk back along
an unforgettable tree-lined path
to discover the Turkish Tent
and imagine they
climbed the hill where
there used to be a Dinosaur track.
Baron enjoys talking about the old
Dinosaur trails.
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Dori sees in the distance the Cedar
of Lebanon overshadowing the still
and silent pool of the Bathhouse
and says that it must be the
largest tree in Europe.
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When they pass the Bathhouse and
its pool, the dinosaurs invites Dori
to stop and enjoy a cool drink of
water, but he has forgotten that
the pool is no longer there!
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Both enjoy a fun guessing game
about the Ice House…
Did it really store ice?
May we go inside?
They decided that it stored the ice
collected from the lake in the
winter time.
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As their journey ends, they recall
all that they noticed, including
the water fowl, the squirrels and
the brilliant Kingfisher. The
Heron returned to take Dori
home to Dormouse Treetops and
Baron the Dinosaur invited Dori
to return very soon!
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